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Ab tract

An area measurement system employing a one dimensional
photosensitive array, with inter-element spacing of & = 3cm
is described. A mathematical formulation of perturbation
applied to length & area measurement and contour detection is
reviewed and presented. A description of the proposed
experimental system is given. An area measurement error is
defined and applied to the projected object images. It is
found that static images (no perturbation) produces
considerable error. It is then found that the applJlcation of
a one dimensional sinusoidal image perturbation greatly
reduces the area measurement error, while triangular image
perturbation is optimum and theoretically results in zero
error. Some practical applications of tbe system are
suggested.
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1Theoretical Effect of Perturbation on Measurement

1.1 Introduction

Photodiodes and phototransistors are currently being applied
in many fields to convert optical signals into electrical
signals [5J. One application of these devices is in the area
of electronic instrumentation. The basic limitation of these
devices is the binary nature of the receptor elements which
cause the receptor to have non-linear characteristics.
Through signal perturbation, a method in which an extra
signal of higher frequency is added to the input of the
receptor, the non-linearity can be minimized and the accuracy
improved.

A considerable theoretical work has been done on the
improvement of array system behaviour using image
perturbation for measurement of position, velocity, center of
mass, length, area and also for detecting image boundaries
[1J,[3J,[4J,[5J. However, very little experimental work has
been reported so far [2J.

The purpose of this thesis work is therefore to present
experimental results which verify perturbation theory as
applied to the accuracy of area measurement. The experimental
system employs an x-y recorder as a scanning unit. A
phototransistor array is fixed, instead of a pen, in the pen
holder of the recorder. During a scanning process, the array
sweeps horizontally, and for each horizontal position, the
array is perturbed vertically. As the array is perturbed, the
output of the phototransistors is recorded and averaged by
the microcomputer. This intermediate result is the length of
the line image sensed by the array for a given x-position and
stored in memory. Because the measured line length t varies
with the shape of the object, strip lengths are registered
serially from the time the array sens~the object till the
scanning operation is completed. Since a two dimensional
image can be considered as an ensemble of infinite number of
vertical lines, at the end of the scanning operation the
microcomputer starts to compute the area using Simpson's
algorithm from the length information so far gathered.

An area measurement error will be defined and will be used as
index of performance, in measuring object area projected on
the array. The defined performance index will be computed and
compared for two modes of operations: static image, and
perturbed image with different level of perturbation.
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1.2 Description of Perturbation Theory

The technique of altering the input-output characteristics of
a non linear system through the use of a perturbation signal
has been employed for some time. A convenient theory was
developed [2],[5] which described the effect of perturbation
signal on non-linear systems. This effect is most easily
understood in terms of the equivalent input output
characteristics in the presence of perturbation signal.

8sln (/Sf)

Non
Linear Sysfem

Hon
Linear Sysfem

~~Fjlter

(a) (b)

Figure (1.1) General non linear system and
addition of perturbation signal

Figure (l.la) shows a general non-linear device with input ~
and output Ao.

(1.1)

where f(~) is a non linear function of ~. In figure (l.lb) a
perturbation signal BSin(~t) is added to the input, and the
output of the non-linear system is filtered. The frequency ~
is large compared to the highest frequency of ~, and the
filter is such as to greatly attenuate all frequencies
greater than those contained in ~. The output of the
non-linear system can be expressed as a Fourier series.

with the assumed filter, the following equation can be used
to determine Aa:

2'11:

T
A = L!f(Ai+BSin(Pt»dt

o 21t ~
o

(1.2)

Here ~ can be assumed constant over the period of 2ff/~,
since ~ is large compared to frequencies contained in ~.
Equation (1.2) can be used for computing the altered input
and output characteristics simply by letting ~ to vary
through its range and computing Aa for each values of ~.
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1.3 Perturbation Theory Applied to Measurement of
Length and Area

~.3.~ Heasuremn~ of Leng~h

Figure (1.2) shows the system used to measure line length
using one dimensional receptor array. Only one row of array
element is shown for simplicity. The output of each element
is quantized by threshold gate to "1" or "0", before going to
the summing block. The dimension of the single receptor
element is assumed to be m x m. In the analysis that follows,
the active area of each element is assumed to be much smaller
than the dead space (element separation) 0, and the array is
treated as a matrix of light sensitive points. Figure (1.2)
shows a line image of length L coincident with an element row
of infinite extent. The left end of the line lies beyond the
element designated as the origin by the amount ao, where 0 ~
a ~ 1. with no image perturbation the output of the system is
shown in figure (1.3).

Threshold
~tes

Figure (1.2) Length measurement system
y

~:: .;
"0-3 3

E
; 2

"-If) ,

(I-a) (3-0) (5-0)
Lenglh (1.)

x

Fig.(1.3) Length measurement system output
with no image perturbation

Now let the line be perturbed in a random manner about its
steady state position. The position of the left end point is
ao + x(t), where x(t) is the value of the perturbing signal,
and it is a random variable. The system output is the average
of the sum of the quantized element output. The average
output of an element is directly proportional to the
probability that the line covers the element. Hence for the
origin element in figure (1.2), we have,
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-a6
Po = J f(x)dx

-a3-,

(1.3)

where Pois the probability that the line covers the origin
element and f(x) is the probability density function of the
perturbing signal. For element i we have,

(i-a) 6

Pi = J f(x) dx
(i-a) 3-,

(1.4)

If the output of each threshold gate is 1 v, the system
output in volt is,

S(l,a,f,f) = LPi
i

.. (i-a)6 )
= i~" (i_£3_,f(X) dx

(1.5)

In general, for a given line length the system output will
depend on 6, f(x) and a. However, for L = n6, where n is a
positive integer, it will be shown that the system output is
independent of a and f(x). For L = n6, we have from equation
(1.5),

(1.6)

Expanding equation (1.6) for i = 0, 1, and 2 yields,

S{n6,a,f,6) =

(1-a-n) 3 (2-a-n) 6 -a3J f{x) dx + J f{x) dx + ••• + f f{x) dx+
(-a-n)3 (a-a-n)3 (-1-a)3

(2-a-n)3 (3-a-n)3 (1-a)3J f{x) dx + J f(x) dx + .•• + J f(x) dx+
(1-a-n)6 (2-a-n)3 (-a6)
(3 -a-n) 6 (4 -a-n) 3 (2-a) 6J f(x)dx + J f(x)dx + .•• + J f(x)dx
(2-a-n) 6 (3-a-n) 3 (1-a) 6

(1.7)
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In equation (1.7) the integral for each value of i has been
written as a sum of n integrals. It can be seen that in
taking the sum for all i, equation (1.7) contains n columns
of each with an infinite limit of integration. The sum of all
the integrals in each column, however is just,

..
J f(x) dx (1. 8)

If f(x) is the probability density function then equation
(1.8) equals to 1, and we have,

S(n~) n (1.9)

Equation (1.9) indicates that the curve of S versus t, for
fixed f(x) passes through points t = io, S = i. To see the
behaviour of S between values t = is and, = (i+1)0 requires
that f(x) be specified. A zero mean gaussian distribution was
chosen for illustrative purpose. The mean of the random
process has no consequence in this application. The normal
density function is,

f(x) = 1
_..!(lE)2

e 2 a (1.10)

Inserting equation (1.10) into equation (1.5), we get,

_ (i-a)6
= i~" (i-£6-\ oJin (1.11)

Ignoring computation when the limit of the integral exceeds
4a, and normalizing line length, and a with respect to the
connector separation 0,

(1.12)

we arrive, after some simplification (see appendix A) at,

(1.13)
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where,

irnin = la -40) (1.14)

and
LxJ is the smallest integer greater than or equal to x

rxl is the largest integer less than or equal to x

Equation (1.13) was used in a computer program (see appendix
B) to evaluate system output S versus tn with a and on as
parameters. Figures (1.4a) - (1.4c) show length measurement
system output versus line length for values of a = 0, ~, \, %
and for three values of ~. For the smallest value of on' the
curve approximate the stair case function obtained with no
perturbation. As on increases, the curve degenerate into a
straight line that is achieved for all practical purpos~for
on > ~. For on greater than \, it can be concluded that length
measurement is essentially independent of image position on
the array and a nearly linear relation exist between length
input and system output. In this case, the output of the
system can be approximated by,

(1.15)
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~.3.2Measurement of Area

Figure (1.5) shows a rectangular coordinate system
superimposed on matrix of elements. An arbitrary area A is
shown projected on the matrix. Area measurement is
facilitated with the system in figure (1.5) by randomly
perturbing the image in the x and y direction simultaneously.
In the analysis that follows flex) is the probability density
function of the perturbing signal in the x-direction and
f2(y) is the probability density function in the y-direction.
It is assumed that the x and y perturbations are independent,
so that the probability of the composite perturbation signal
lying in the range x, x+dx and y and y+dy is fl(x)f2(y)dxdy.
The analysis is kept general by assuming that the image is
bounded by two single valued functions of x, gl(X) and g2(X) .
The extremities of the image in the x-direction are Xl and x2
as shown in the figure.

y

E

x

[> I • 16-~ • I elemeof (I,n
j-"'--j 0z(x) I ; j
• • /- • r • , :'-:_1

1I J6-C ( •, ~---,--:--r
J6-0,(x). . . .

-- r------
r-
I
I
I'
I
I

Figure (1.5) Square array of elements

The same approach used in the preceding section for length
measurement is used here to determine the output of the area
measurement system. The average output of element i,j is
directly proportional to the probability Pij that the image
covers the element and the system output is the sum of all
the probabilities. The development is started by deriving the
probability that a general element is covered. Referring to
figure (1.5), the probability is determined by finding that a
different strip of image covers the element and then by
integrating over the entire area. The probability that the
strip covers element i,j is given by,

is-«; (x)

fl (it, -x) J f2 (y) dy
j6-ga (xl

(1.16)

The probability Pij is found by integrating the above
expression between the limit Xl and X2 as,

(1.17)
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The system output is the sum of the individual element
output, that is,

S(A) = LPi,j

= t.t)e, (i~-X{:I:: f, (y) dY) dx

(1.18 )

Rearranging equation (1.18) yields,

(1.19)

The expression within the bracket in equation (1.19) is
equivalent to the right hand side of equation (1.5) with as =
gl(X) and as+L = g2(X). Hence, if f2(y) is a Gaussian density
function with ay = ~S, then the expression within the bracket
can be approximated by the line length,

1
~ (g2 (x) -g1 (x) ) (1.20)

making the substitution yields,

(1.21)

It remains to show that equation (1.21) is directly
proportional to the image area which is,

X2

A = f (g2 (x) -g1 (x) ) dx
Xl

(1.22)

To test the system response, a circular image is selected.
For a circular image, equation (1.21) reduces to (see
appendix C),

(1.23)
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where,

1
-J:( it)-OX)2

e 2 0 (1.24)=

and

(1.25)

Equation (1.23) was used in a computer program (see appendix
D), to evaluate the system response SeA) for three values of
an in the x-direction. The circle center is coincident with
an element although it was found that for an ~ ~ system
output was essentially independent of the placement of the
circle.

Figure (1.6) is a plot of the square root of the system
output versus the radius of the circle r. Again computation
was terminated when the limit exceeds 4a. Just as the length
measurement case an ~ ~ results in a nearly linear output.
For this range of an and with normal perturbation the system
output can be closely approximated by,

S(A) A= ~2
(1.26)
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1.4 Perturbation Theory pplied to 1m3 ~ Boundary Detection

~.4.~ system Description

Image perturbation has also application in the improvement of
the accuracy of image hape determination (1),[7). A linear
sensor array system is used to detect contour of various two
dimensional objects of uniform intensity. The system consists
of a linear array, a signal proces or (Microcomputer) and an
output indicator (x-y plotter) as shown in figure (1.7). The
array system converts the optical energy of the object image
into an electrical video signal. The video signal is
integrated and then quantized with one bit, before being
processed by the microcomputer to yield the contour
information of the image. This information is then plotted by
x-y plotter.

Figure (1.7) System block diagram

The coordinate determination for each point on the contour of
a given two dimensional image is accomplished in the
following way. The quantized signals are first weighted "1"
as shown in figure (1.8a), the signals are then time averaged
by the microcomputer. This intermediate result is then the
length of the line image sensed by the array and is saved.
The weight of each element is then set according to its
y-coordinate as shown in figure (1.8b). The change of weight
from figure (1.8a) to figure (1.8b) can be done automatically
through software. The signals are again averaged by the
microcomputer. The result is the moment of the line about the
x-axis. This is divided by the stored line length to obtain
the y-coordinate of the centroid. Knowing the centroid and
the length of the line image, the y-coordinate for both ends
of the line can be calculated and plotted against the given
x-position. The entire contour is plotted when the linear
array is swept in x-direction completely across the image
plane.

~.4.2Contour Generation with a Linear Array

Assuming that the active area of each element in the linear
array is much smaller than the element separation 0, and the
array is treated as light sensitive points, the quantization
of the object image by the array introduce_error. The error
is a function of image shape, complexity, and location of
image pattern with respect to the array element matrix. In
order to reduce this quantization error, random image
perturbation is used.
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Figure (1.8) shows a line of image to be detected coincident
with the array elements which are assumed to be infinitely
long. The length of the line is assumed to be L. The bottom
end of the line lies above the element designated as the
origin by the amount as where 0 ~ a ~ 1. Now let the line be
perturbed in a random manner in the y direction about its
steady state position. The position of the bottom end is as +
yet) where yet) is the value of the perturbing signal and is
a random variable with respect to time t. The average output
of an array element is directly proportional to the
probability that the line covers the element, the output of
each array element is purely weighted; hence, the probability
that the line covers the array element i multiplied by Wi is,

•••• Element' , I !:- Element I •
(I) eight D (4)--- Weight W,

(I) D (3)
(I) 0 (2)

0(0 0 ( ')
06 DCI) 06 o (0)••• ...,

DO) X - oxls o (-I)
x- cxts

~D(I) ED (-2)

(a) (b)

Figure (1.8) Weight arrangement for
(a) Length measurement
(b) Moment measurement

(i-a) 6

Mi = f Wi f (y) dy
(i-a)6-l

(1.27)

Where i and Wi are integers or zeros, and the random
perturbation function is assumed to be gaussian with zero
mean as,

fey) = 1 _"!("y")2e 2 a (1.28)

The system output M, which is the moment of the line about
the x-axis is the summation of the response from all array
elements.
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(1.29)

If the output of each element is weighted "1" as shown in
figure (l.Ba), the system output indicates the length of the
line L and reduces to,

\ = i: ( (i1)6 f(y) dyj
~=-.. (i-a) 6-\

(1.30)

Knowing Land M, the centroid of the line can be obtained as,

y M
\

(1.31)

The y-coordinate of the top end of the line is,

\
Y + 2 (1.32)

and that of the bottom,

\Y2 = y-
2

(1.33)

As the array element sweeps across in the x-direction, a set
of Yl and Y2 are generated with respect to the given x -
coordinate. These values are then plotted on an x-y plotter
to constitute the contour of the two dimensional image under
detection.

In order to test the accuracy of the linear array system,
some simple image shapes were selected as examples. They were
a circle and a diamond. contour for each image shape were
generated using equations (1.27) through (1.33) and plotted
in figures (1.9) and (1.10) for three values of a, where a is
the standard deviation of the random signal (see appendix E
for program listing.) It is seen from all the examples shown
that increasing a results in better detection accuracy.
Almost perfect contour detection was obtained for the two
geometric bodies considered when a was set equal to one half
of the array element separation G.
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2 System Description

2.1 Hardware Design and Construction

The complete area measurement using a microcomputer as a
controller is shown schematically, in term of functional
modules, in figure (2.1). The functional modules can be

,categorized into three major sections. These are:
• signal processor (Microcomputer) section
• transducer and interface section, &
• perturbation section.

since an almost continuous scanning of the object by an x-y
recorder is adopted in the design system, instead of a matrix
of phototransistor array, the system designed is particularly
suitable for the measurement of small area. The principle of
operation and detailed system description, along with the
interfacing circuit are discussed below.
2.~.~Signal Processor (Microcomputer) section

The main function of the signal processor (Microcomputer)
system is to receive the electrical signal from each receptor
element and to sum and pass it through a digital low pass
filter so that only the average value remains. The
microcomputer also selects the type of wave form, triangular
or sinusoidal, that is used as a perturbing signal. The
signal processor system consists of three circuit boards.
Figure (2.2a) - (2.2c) show the schematic representation of
the microcomputer system. The Central Processing unit (CPU)
is Z80B microprocessor. Although other types of
microprocessor can accomplish the same task, the Z80B
microprocessor was selected mainly because of the
familiarities with the chip and its programming language.
Also, the cross assembler for the Z80 was available. The CPU
board which has a capacity of addressing up to 64k words of
memory and 256 input/output.ports was constructed with EPROM
and RAM board and a few supporting components. It is operated
at 5.0MHz clock frequency using a 10.0MHz crystal oscillator.
The EPROM provides 16K bytes erasable and programmable read
only memory and the RAM also provides 16K bytes random access
memory (RAM). The printer adapter board contains two output
and one input ports. The allocation of the input/output port
for the various functions are as follows,

a) Port address 00 is used to input the four bits
status lines of the printer. These are:
BUSY, ACKNOWLEDGE, PAPER OUT, and ERROR.

b) Port address 01 is used to output the data
to the printer.

c) Port address 02 is used to send the strobe signal
to the printer.

The microcomputer system was assembled according to the above
description after it is designed and tested using the RS
488-618 laboratory prototype board.
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2.~.2 Transducer and Interface section

The purpose of the transducer and interface section is to
convert an optical signal that exceeds the threshold value of
the sensor into an electrical signal. In figure (2.3) the
schematic diagram of an eight element receptor sy tem is
shown. The system will be described with the aid of this
diagram.

2.~.2.~Sensor circuit

The photosensitive element used in this circuit is the SFH
309, 100mA silicon phototransistor. Eight such sensors were
mounted on a special printed circuit board with a separation
distance 0 of 3cm. The output of the sensors were picked and
fed to the interface circuit by a data cable as the sensor
array sweeps across the object. In the circuit of figure
(2.3) the sensors are part of the bias network for the BSX-19
switching transistor, so that with no light on the
phototransistor, it is essentially an open circuit. In this
condition the output which is taken across the emitter
resistor is almost zero. Increasing the light on the sensor
decreases its resistance, and the sensor turns on giving an
output greater than zero. ~ecause the phototransistor has a
low current limitation (~mA)and may have to be matched to a
low input impedance of the second stage, the transistor is
used in an emitter follower configuration.
2.1.2.2 Threshold circuit

The output from the sensor circuit is applied to one of the
input of the voltage comparator (TDB 193) in the next stage.
Connected to the other input of the comparator is a variable
dc voltage. This voltage serves as a threshold voltage. The
threshold voltage is determined by assuming that the output
of the sensor circuit is linearly related to the percent of
the sensor element's surface covered by light, that is for
threshold of 0.5, the variable voltage is set equal to 0.5
times the maximum of sensor circuit output. The voltage
comparator has a very high gain so that any input qrives the
amplifier into saturation. As soon as the sensor output
exceeds the threshold value, the voltage comparator will be
saturated. The output of each voltage comparator has an
absolute value of approximately 5V, which is at TTL level and
can be interfaced directly with TTL circuit.
2.~.3 Perturbation section

The perturbation section of the system is concerned with
moving the phototransistor array back and forth across the
object surface. It is necessary that the amplitude and
intensity of the signal should be controlled closely. For a
perturbing signal, a sinusoidal and a triangular waves were
chosen both for their convenience and ease of reprOduction in
the laboratory. The microcomputer is programmed to generate
one of these signal at a given time.
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The system employs the ROHDE & SCHWARZ model 290-2016-06 x-y
recorder as a scanning unit. A phototransistor array instead
of a pen is fixed in the pen holder of the recorder. The
recorder is driven by a special interface circuit, whose
schematic diagram is shown in figure (2.2c). The circuit
consists of a quad 8 bit digital to analog converter 7226KN
(RS 300-388) and an LM 351 operational amplifier. Their main
purpose is to provide a bipolar symmetrical perturbing signal
through one of the channel and a staircase (ramp) wave form
which is synchronized with the perturbing signal, through
another channel. The image pattern is perturbed sinusoidally
or triangularly in the vertical direction with high frequency
and simultaneously move in the horizontal direction with low
frequency. The frequency of the vertical motion is assumed to
be very high as compared to that of the horizontal motion.
This ensures that the x - position of the image is
essentially constant during one vertical oscillation. The
ramp and the perturbing signals are then sent to the x and y
inputs of the recorder respectively to produce the scanning
pattern shown in figure (2.4). The back and forth excursion
of the sensor array is closely controlled by the V/cm
amplifier, which is built in the recorder.

A light source is fitted beneath a transparent glass sheet
and over it the eight phototransistors mounted on a PCB board
can be moved freely. The glass sheet serves as a platform for
placing the object under measurement. During the scanning
process the phototransistor array is moved on the x-y plane
as shown in figure (2.4). The phototransistor doesn't conduct
as long as it is covered by the object and start5to conduct
when it is uncovered or exposed to the light source. It is
clear from the scanning diagram that the object is
effectively divided in to many strip of equal width. Each
strip can be represented as a rectangle of A units of width,
while the length depends on the object image. The area of the
object may be computed by knowing the length of each strip.
The strip length is measured by perturbing the sensor array
in the y-direction. In the design· system, strip length~are
registered serially from the time the phototransistor array
senses the object till the scanning operation of the object
is completed. At the end of the scanning operation the array
is returned to its initial position and the microcomputer
system starts computing the area employing Simpson's
algorithm from the length information gathered. The area of
the object scanned will then be printed on the printer.

2.~.4Testing the Functionality of the Boards

The complete hardware setup consisting of four circuit
boards, viz, the CPU board, the memory board, printer adapter
& recorder driver board and transducer & interface board,
were installed in an aluminum chassis. Before installing,
these four microprocessor controlled system components, they
were tested individually for continuity, shorts and their
functionality using Tektaonix 465B Oscilloscope and HP 1650A
Logic analyzer. The trariSducer & interface board was tested
by exposing the individual phototransistors to a torch light
and measuring the voltage at the emitter leg of tha
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corresponding switching transistor. The threshold voltage was
set first by measuring the emitter voltage of the transistor
while the phototransistor was fully exposed to a light
source. The voltage recorded at this time was 1.5V. Taking a
threshold value of 0.85, the potentiometer voltage was set to
a value 0.85 times the maximum sensor output, i.e. 1.5 x 0.85
= 1.30V.

Figure (2.4) Scanning pattern of the recorder
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2.2 System Software Design Detail

The software development proceeded concurrently with the
hardware design and construction. The problems encountered
during the hardware development may well call for substantial
software modification like the inclusion of a delay
subroutine rather than a timer circuit in the hardware. The
software is divided into three distinct phases which are
described in the following three sub-sections.

2.2.~The Production of Flow Chart

In this stage of the software development, a logical
sequential flow of the program is drawn bearing in mind that
the area is computed from the length information and the
length is measured by averaging the sensors output while they
are perturbed back and forth. The program starts, see figure
(2.5), with the initialization of the:

· stack pointer (SP) to 0000 Hex, end of RAM.
• position of the recorder pen to (1,14), which is the x & y

position in cm as read from the scale of the recorder.
· register pair (de), to point to the base address of buffer

#2, which hold5strip length.

Once this is done, the microcomputer sweeps the array
horizontally in step, with step width A = 0.1 cm, until it
detects the object. When the object is detected, the
microprocessor records its x coordinate. At this x position,
the array is perturbed vertically, and for each vertical
position the array assumes, the microcomputer takes the
sensors output and stores it in a contingent buffer, buffer
#1. The signal processor then operates on buffer #1 to
compute the average length of the image at that x position.
This intermediate result is the length of the line image
sensed by the perturbed array and saved in a separate buffer,
buffer #2, and the length counter, count 2, is incremented.
Next the pen holder of the recorder moves a step to the right
and the average length of the object at this new x position
is measured. This new average length is stored consecutively
in buffer #2, and length counter is also incremented. The
above procedure is repeated until the scanning operation is
completed. The microprocessor then calculates the area from
the length information which is stored in buffer #2 using
Simpson's algorithm and the result is sent to the printer.

2.2.2 The Translation of the Flow Chart into Z80 Machine Code

The assembly language program was keyed into IBM AT
microcomputer and compiled. This compiled program is in
object code which is then converted into hexadecimal code and
then finally into binary code for programming the EPROM. The
program in hexadecimal code is in fact a machine code
acceptable by the microcomputer. The hexadecimal program is
listed in appendix F and is stored in a three and half inch
diskette to facilitate documentation and further program
modification.
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2.2.3 Testing the Progr

The testing of the software is in fact the testing of the
whole microcomputer system including the hardware. The
testing was done piece wise, i.e. individual hardware and
software modules were tested to determine whether the input
output behaviour conformed to design specifications. The
perturbing software together with the recorder and the DAC
was tested using the special test routine. The test program
for the sinusoidal perturbation is shown below:

dac 2 :
data_length

test_perturb

repeat :

m vertical

equ
equ
org
ld
jp
org
ld
ld
ld
call
call
inc
djnz
jr
ld
out
ret

i channel #2 of DAC13h
179
o
sp, Oh
100h
100h
iy, sinusoidal i load pointer with
b, data_length i base address
a, 10 i set recorder speed
delay
m vertical
iy
repeat

test perturb
a, (iy+o)
(dac_2), a

; perturb vertically
; increment pointer &
; repeat until all
; data are out
; load a with data
; send it to channel
; # 2 of the DAC

The same program was executed using triangular signal and the
motion of the recorder was observed. The delay routine is
included in the program to synchronize the high execution
speed of the microcomputer and the slow motion of the
recorder. A test program was also written to test the
individual sensor output together with the corresponding
threshold circuit. Next, the printer adapter and the printer
were tested by sending ASCII code to the printer port #01.
The routine which test the printer adapter is shown below.

sta_port · equ 07h · status port· ,
str_port · equ 02h · strobe port· ,
data_port . equ 02h · data port. ,

org 0
ld sp, Oh · SP:= 0,

test_printer jp 100h
org 100h

wait . in a, (stayort) · get printer status. ,
bit 1, a · is printer BUSY ?,
jr nz, wait · if yes, wait,
ld a, (hI) · get data to print,
out a, (data_port) · send it out,
out (str_port) , a · strobe the data,
ret

After these testing, a stage is reached where all the
components modules were linked together into a whole system
which again was tested for functionality to verify its input/
output characteristics.
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2.3 Performance Testing of the Whole Microcomputer
Control System

The final phase of testing placed the system with complete
and wholly integrated hardware and software components in its
working environments connected to the transducer, the
recorder and the printer as shown in figure (2.6) and figure
(2.7). In this final test, the program was burned into the
27C64Q EPROM. The burning process was done in INTEL
Technology using Sunshine EPROM writer card V-5.7 Model EW-
901B, EW-904B. To compute the area of the object the
following operations were carried out by the system.

a) The object is scanned in a manner shown in figure (2.4).
b) The first & the last line lengths and the odd & even

line lengths should be identified to facilitate the
application of Simpson's rule for computing the area.

c) The system should wait for a reset signal before it
start of the next scanning operation.

d) Area should be computed and displayed in the desired
unit.

Two important points should be mentioned here about the
scanning operation,

1) A two dimensional image can be considered as an
ensemble of infinite number of vertical lines. And as
the array sweeps in the x direction, the measured
line length 'it i = 1, ... , n varies with the shape of
the image.

2) The return path is arbitrary and the array may be
covered during this time, and alter the final result
of the array measurement. Therefore, this extra
unwanted signal should be eliminated.

_'r- .._.' - -~""".-'-"";-''':,,- _ - ..~.---- '- - '---"7-_."--- ----." ~'-,.-'.-'
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Figure (2.6) The System Boards

Figure (2.7) The Experimental Setup
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3 Results and Conclusion

3.1 Theoretical Results

In this section data will be presented to demonstrate how
well the ideal model predicts the system real performance. To
verify perturbation theory four (three regular & one
irregular) plane geometric bodies were considered. Table
(3.1) shows. types of image shapes considered and there areas
as calculated theoretically.

Image Calculated area Actual numerical
interms of &2 value in CJA2

Square 36&2 324.000
Circle 9.".&2 254.469

Ellipse 6.".&2 124.093
Irregular - 177.606

6 = 3cm, dead space

Table (3.1) Theoretical area for selected image shapes

3.2 Experimental Results

In the experimental procedure three modes of operations were
analyzed: 1) static image (no perturbation), 2) sinusoidal
image perturbation, and 3) triangular image perturbation. The
experimental data were taken for the same geometric bodies as
the theoretical images. These results are tabulated in table
(3.2a) - (3.2c) for the three modes of operations.

Image shape Measured area in cm2
Square 235.967
Circle 177.867

Ellipse 82.300
Irregular 100.000

Table (3.2a) static ( no perturbation)
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Measured area in cm2

Image Level of perturbation (B)
Shape 0.5 1.0 1.5

Square 249.331 282.465 304.828
Circle 212.352 225.654 252.987

Ellipse 93.115 105.279 122.635
Irregular 115.668 150.640 167.666

Table (3.2b) Sinusoidal perturbation

Measured area in cm2

Image Level of perturbation (B)
Shape 0.5 1.0 1.5

Square 270.020 283.010 316.084
Circle 224.988 234.462 253.532

Ellipse 105.101 110.101 123.472
Irregular 126.341 159.410 175.640

Table (3.2c) Triangular perturbation

3.3 Error Analysis

The results presented here are from the theoretical
calculation and the experimental system. The quantization of
the object image give>rise to an area measurement error. This
error. is a function of the shape, complexity, and location of
the image with respect to the array elements. To provide, a
quantitative measure of the effect of image perturbation, a
performance index (PI) was developed in [4] as,

J = (3.1)

Where A. is the actual area of the image projected on the
array and Am is the area indicated by the system output
indicator. PI measures the percentage deviation of the
measured area from the theoretical value. The analysis of the
system area measurement error was made for the selected image
shapes under the three modes of.operations. The calculated PI
for each mode is tabulated in table (3.3).
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Performance index (J)

Image Mode of operations
shape static Sinusoidal Triangular

Level of Level of
perturbation perturbation

0.5 1.0 1.5 0.5 1.0 1.5
A Square 0.37 0.30 0.15 0.06 0.20 0.12 0.03

Circle 0.43 0.20 0.13 0.005 0.13 0.09 0.003
Ellipse 0.51 0.33 0.19 0.01 0.18 0.13 0.005

Irregular 0.78 0.54 0.18 0.06 0.41 0.11 0.01

Table (3.3) Area measurement error for selected image shapes

3.4 Conclusion

In the past several years many theoretical papers, have been
published on the feasibility of using image perturbation as a
method of improving the measurement accuracy of discrete
receptor elements.
Although an experiment with two photosensors ha~e been
previously reported [2], this paper describes the first
complete implementation and detailed experimentation of image
perturbation for the accuracy of area measurement. The
microcomputer based system developed in this paper for
measurement of area is capable of handling object of 20x20cm
size. The limitation on the size is mainly due to the
scanning unit employed.
In order to asses~the performance of the system, samples of
different sizes and shapes were selected and their areas
measured for both static (no perturbation) and perturbed
images. The measurement of area with no image perturbation
results in relatively large error. The use of sinusoidal
image perturbation causes a significant improvement in
accuracy. Even more accuracy was obtained when triangular
image perturbation is used [9]. Error in measurement for
square object was found to be maximum. This is expected as
Simpson's rule adopted for calculation is more accurate for
curved boundaries.
The area computed by Simpson rule is the area of the object
enclosed between the first and last line scanned on the
object. This simple calculation result in negative error as
small piece of object on either end are left unaccounted for.
The area left unaccounted for depends on the object position
and strip width selected. It is irregular in shape. It is
obvious that the length of the strip left out are equal to
the first and last length of the object, the width of these
strip may vary from 0 to a dapendinq on the position of the
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object. The object boundary on both sides is treated as an
area of a parabola to estimate the area of the portion left
out. The area of the these portions may be estimated from the
relation,

(3.2)

Where ~1' ~. are length of first and last line, respectively
and ~1' ~ are the width of the left out portions. For ~1 = ~= ~/2, the left out area is equal to,

(3.3)

The total area is then given by the relation

(3.4)

possible applications of area measurement system are in the
area of process control or in process where sorting according
to shape and size is desired. since the area measurement
system measures length in two directions, it may be feasible
to extend the system, so that actual object shape could be
determined.
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Appendix A

Derivation of Equation (1.13)

The equation and plot of the normal distribution curve are,

f(x) 1 _.!(lE)2
e 2 fI (a.1)=

y

x

Figure (a.1) Normal distribution curve
Assuming that f{x) = 0 V x such that, Ixl > 4a, we get the
approximated normal curve of figure (a.2).

y

x

Figure (a.2) Approximated normal curve
Rewriting equation (1.5),

(a.2)

and terminating computation when the limit of the integral
exceeds 4a, we get the lower and upper bounds of i as,
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Upper limit (imax) : (i-a) &-\ ~ 40

(a.3)
. = fa+ 40+11~max &

Lower limi t (imin) : (i -a) & ~ -40

i ~a- 40
& (a.4)

where

rxl means the largest integer less than or equal to x.
LxJ means the smallest integer greater than or equal to x.

If we define normalized variance un and normalized length Ln
as,

(a.5)

then, equations (a.3) and (a.4) can be written as,

imin = la-40) (a.6)

and the system output, equation (a.2), will be,

(i-a) 6J 1
(i-a) 6-\ 0..j21t

(a.7)

Making a change of variable x = x / u, we get,
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Appendix B

Program Listing CorLength Measurement
Program length_measurement ( Input, OUtput );
Uses printer:
Const delta = 0.1:position = 056••intervals =dimension ::50~normalized_variance = 0.\25:
Type vector = array [ O .•dimension ] of real:
Var cOlI'Iterl~th input, system outputpartial_still,normal iz~length
{SI plotter.pas}{SI lnclude.pas}
Procedure simpson (

integer;vector:real:

a, b
nvar
i

real:Integer:
real ):Var

j int~er;h, x, SUM real:
Beginx := a·

h := d)-a)/n.sun := gausslan ( x ):
~~a~:

x := x + h;Case j IIIOd2 ofo : SUM := sum + 2 * gaussian x)·1 : sum := sum + 4 * gaussian x);~nd: .
J := J + 1·Until j = n:' .sum := sum + gausslan ( b ):i := h/3 * sum·End: '

Procedure compute_system_output;
Vari, i_min, i_Rlax : Integer;term, x_1, x_2 : Real;
Begin.I__ In :=. largest integer ( position - 4 *

normal iled variance );i_Rlax := ~llest integer ( position + 4 *normal iz"Edvariance + normal ized length ):partial sum := 0: - -For i := i _in to i max doBegin -. -.. .x 1 := ( 1 - P9S1tlon - normalIZed length) 1- normal ized variance; -x 2 := ( i-position) 1 normalized variance:sT~on ( x_1, x_2t.intervalst ten. J;""rtlal sum := partial sum + term,·
E~ - -system output [ counter ] := partial sum;End: - -

Pr~edure prepare-plotter;BegInlnitial!Ze(lotter ( 1, -26 7, -2, 7 );draw aXIs 2, 126 12, 0, ,-1, -1, 0.5, 0.5 »write_labe (2, .5t.1, 25, 25, 0, 0t 1, 1, 0, 0, 5, 5,'Norma ized lengtn lr:1PUt"'System OUtput In Volt' ):End:
Beginprepare~lotter·normal ired length := 0:For cOI.I"Ite'f:= 0 to dimension doBeginc~e sy'stem output:no.--liYed length := normalized length + delta,-End· - -

draw t 5, dimension, 0, delta, 1( system output ):write key l 2, 0, 4.5, 6, 'Norma ized Si9mB = 1/8 ' ):wrlte~ey 5, 0.2~ 5.5, 5.7~ 'a = 0'):E~~ite~ey 2, 0, ,-1.5,' i9.(1.4)a' ):
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Appendix C

Derivation of Equation (1.23)

Rewriting equation (1.21)

S(Al = ~t-(L e,(i6-xl (g, (x) -g, (x) ldx] (e.l)

where,

= 1
0./21t

_..!( ia-X)2
e 2 fI (e.2)

since computation is terminated when the limit of the
integral exceeds 40, this will limit the lower and upper
bound of i as,

Upper limi t (imax) : ia -x2 ~ 40

x2+40
i ~ a

= r x2+401imax a

(e.3)

Lower limit (imin) : ia-xl~-40

x -40
i ~----"l-=--_a (C.")

__lXl-40Jimin a

Define normalized variance as,

(e.5)

then SeA) becomes,
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SeA) = 1- ~ [[ t,(i6-x) (g, (x) -g, (x) ) dx)
~ i~n -,.

(Co6)

for a particular geometry chosen, see figure (c-l), gl(X} and
g2(X} can be computed as,

gl (x) = Yo-Jr2- (x-xo) 2

g2(X) = Yo+Jr2-(x-xo)2

g2 (x) -gl (x) = 2Jr2- (x-xo) 2

(Co7)

y

o 0 °
O2(1'

0c?L°:/
O

::

(. ...
I I
I • .••

: : 0,("
I

x

L

Figure (c.l) Projection of circular image
on matrix of elements

and for a given circular radius, Xl and x2 can be computed as,

(Co8)

so, SeA) becomes,

(Cog)

making a change of variable y = x/a, we get,

SeA) = ~ ~ ( 7'20 f,U&-oy)Jr'-(oy-xo)' dY) (c.10)
i-.z.w. x -s:

_o_
Il

defining,
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c = I

o
(c.ll)

and using equations (c.5), (c.8) and (c.ll), equations (c.3)
and (c.4) can be written as,

(c.12)

making a simple change of variable y = x in equation (c.lO)
we get,

(Q.E.D)
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Appendix D
Program Listing Cor Area Measurement
Program Area_measurement ( Input, Output );

Uses printer;

Const
delta" 0.1;

intervals = 5Qi
dil8enSion ,. 1w;

normal ized center" 0;
normal ized_variance = 0.125;

Type
vector = array [ O•• dimension ) of real;

Var
counter integer;

radius input, systelll out.put vector;
partial_stlll, normal izecCracftus real;

(51 plotter.pas)
(51 lnclude.pas)

Function f ( x : real; y : integer ) : real;

Begin
f := 2 * normalized variance I ~rt(2*pi) *

sqrt (sgr ( no1mal ized radius ) • sqr ( x - normal ized center ) ) *
exp ( -0.5 * sqr (x - y I normalized variance»; -End; -

Procedure simpson ( a, b real; n, k integer; Var real );
Var

j integer;
h, x, SI.J1l real;

Begin
x r= a'
h := (~-a)fn;
SI.J1l:= f ( x, k );
j :'" ,;
Repeat

x := x + h;
Case j mod 2 ofo : SI.J1l:= SUM+ 2 * f ( x, k ).

1 : SI.J1I:= SI.J1l+ 4 * f ( x, k );End'
L:~j+1;

UntIL J = n;
SI.J1I:= SI.J1l+ f ( b, k );
i := h/3 * sla;End;

Procedure c~e system output;
Var --

i { i_min, i_1IBlt : integer;
tenw, x_1, x_2 : real;

Begin.
l_mln := largest integer ( normal ized variance *

( nol"ll8Tized center - normalTzed radius - 4 ) );
i_lIIIIx := smallest integer ( norllalized variance *

nonul ized center + noMlal ize<! radius + 4 );
partial SUM:= 0; - -
For i := i min to i IIIIIXdo

Begin - -
x 1 :=' norll8l ized center - normali zed radius;
x""2 := norll8l izeacenter + normal izearadius'
sT~on ( x_1, x Z•.intervalsl i, term );
P.8rtial SUI := pirtlal Sla + tenw;EnCl' - -

system output [ counter) := sqrt ( partial SI.J1lI pi );End; - -
Pr~edure prepare-plotter;
BegIn

lnitial!Ze(lotter ( '0 -1, 11, -10 6 )i
draw aXIs 2, 20

0
5, , 0

0
0# 0, .5, I )i

writ'_labe (2A .5(.1,3. ~O( 0, 0,.1, I, 0, 0, 10, 5,
'llorma lZed Clrc:u ar Rachus '
'Square Root of System Output as a Multiple of Root Pi' );End;

Begin
prepare~lotter;
normal ired radius := 0;
For counte'f ::0: 0 to dimension do

Begin
cOl11XJtesv.stetlt output;
normaliYeCI radTus := normalized radius + delta,'End' - -

dr!w t 5, di.ension, 0, delta, '(.syst~_outPUt )i
wrIte key ( 5. 0.2 2, 5 'NoMla lZed SIgma = 1/8' );

End~ite:tey ( 2, 0, 4.5, -0.5, 'Fig.(1.6)' )i
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Appendix E
Program Listing for Contour Detection
Progr8111Contour_detection ( Input, OUtput );
Uses printer;
Const delta ••0.';radius ••2.0·variance = 0.1~;intervals ,.50;dimension ••40;
Type vector = array [ O ••dimension] of extended;
Var counter : integer;length input,systetlloutput 1,systetll-output:Z : vector;x, moment,length, C length,normalizedll~th,centroid, ~Sitlon extended;
(SI plotter.pas)(SI Include.pas)
Procedure cOIIp.Ite_length_andJlOsition;
Var

teft1)"temp:Z, temp_3 : real;
Beginteft1), := sqr ( radius );teft1)-Z:= sar ( x );t~~ := 4~ ( temp 1 . temp 2 ).C l~th := sqrt ( temp 3 ). - ,p'ositlon := rlidius • C Teng{h I 2;EnCI; -
Procedure compute_system_output;
Var

Begin.I mln := largest integer ( position· 4 * variance );i:max := smallest integer ( position + 4 * variance +e length-);length := 0;moment := O·For i := i ~in to i_max do
Begin -. . . .y , := ( ! . posItIon - c length) I varIance;y-Z := ( I - pgSltlon ) rvarlance;sTMPSon_' ( y_', y_2, Intervals, ten. );length := lengtn + tenliIIIOIIIent:= moment + i * I:eMII·E~· 'If l~th = 0 thencentroid := positionElsecentroid := moment I length;systetl output , [ counter ] := centroid + 0.5 * length;systetll-output-Z [ counter] := centroid - 0.5 * length;

E~; - -

Procedure prepare-plotter;
Begin

InitialiZe(lotter ( 1, -3, 3, -', 5 );draw axIS 2, 4, O~ 01 0, -2, 0, 1, 0 )1·write_labe (2" 0.;), .0, 10, 0, O. 0, ,,,
-£, 0, 2, 0, 1 X - aXIs , I);

E~;

Beginprepare~l9tter;x := - Tadlus;COUlter := 0;Repeatcompute_length_a~-POsition;compute sv.stem output;x := x :J' aelta;COUlter := counter + ,;Until cOUlter> dimension;draw ( 5, dimension, -radIUS, delta,', systetlloutput 1 )',:dr~w ( 5, dimension, ·radius, c;lelta,'1 systetll:output:Z )wrIte key ( 5, 0, 1.5~ 4.5, Sl~ = /8 );End:lte~ey ( 2, 0, -0.;), -1.0, 'Fig.(1.9)' );
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Appendix F
System Software Listing

X data lengthy:eIata:length
cIae 1cIae-Zsen...,POl"tsta...,POrtstr...,POrte1ata...,POrt

• data=i portequequequequequequorgnopnopnopnopI)Op
JPorg
i .i routIne• purpose

size lfsting
256100address listingOObh013h00711OOOh002h001ho

0100h0100h

allow proces~or to •execute r:\OP lnstructlonfor 20 clock cycles
skip vector interrupt area

mainscan the i~ge by perturbing thephotosensItIve array and prIntIts areaobject is J?laced on the transparent glassthe area of the image will be printed andthe processor is halted
entryeXIt

lIBin ld sp, Oh initialize stack pointerld 1;>, 0 initialize length counterld IX, raql ix ~inter to r~ datald ~x+O), 0 ini ial r~ value 0ld , len buffer de pointer 0 length bufferscan :call horizontal move horizontally'ld a, 5 set forward spe~call delayin af (senJ)Ort)C:P o fit is object beneath array?
Jr z, no object nocall perturb yes, perturb the arra~call _convert convert array output 0length informationcall length c:ompute the average lengthinc: b lnc:rement leQ9th counterinc: de lnc:rement poInternot_yet inc: (ix+O) incr~nt ramp.valuejr scan ContInue scannIngno_object ld a, b is object not yet detectedor a or has been scannedjr z, not yet and c:ssed?call SIq>SOO has en scanned and passedcompute the image area froml~th informatIon using
call print si~on algorittt.prlnt the areacall retrace send recorder to the originhalt halt processor (job is complete)

routine horizontalpurpose move the array from the currentx-PQsition one st~ to the ri~ht.
entr~ register ix ~in er to X eIa aeXI array is mov a step to the right

horizontal ld a, (ix+O) load data pointed by ix to aout «(lac_", a send it to the OAC port '1ret

~,
vertical :'ldoutret

routinepurpose
entryeXIt

verticalmove the array from the currenty-PQsitiOl) one s~ep up or down.reglst~r IY = POInter to y dataarray IS movecr el ther up or down

a, (iy+O)«(lac_2), a load data pointed by iy to asend it to the OAC port '2



perturb ·rth

IdId

IIIOre•call
IdcallinIdincincdjnz

~
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routinepurpose
exit

perturb~rturb the array vertically and atthe s~ time pick sample snapshotsarray IS ~rturbed ana sensorbuffer is filled by snapshots data

be
ir' sinusoidal ; choose sinusoidal signalh , sen buffer l hI, pointer to sensor bufferb, y data lengtn- - ; register b holds' of; perturbation points

perturbset speed of perturbation
pick snapshot~tore the ~pshot pointed by hIIncrement poInterget another ~rturbing datarepeat until' ofperturbation point is 0
end perturbation

vertical
a, 10delayal (sen~rt)(nl), a
~~IIIOre
be

! routine convert! purpose this routine convert the array,
! exit output to I~th information.the content 0 the buffer is! modified to reflect length!

_convert ,
:

rth be
ht , sen bufferld b, y_data_Iengthloop :Id a, Shl) get snaps~otId c, clear regIster cbit_O :bit 0, a is bit o low?jr nz; bit_' noInc c yesbit_' :bit " a is bit , low?jr nz, bit_2 noInc e yesbit_2 :bit 2, a is bit 2 low?jr nz , bit_3 noInc e yesbit_3 :bit 3, a is bit 3 low?jr nz, bit_4 nolnc e yesbit_4 :bit 4, a is bit 4 low?jr nz, bit_5 noInc e yesbit_5 :bit 5, a is bit 5 low?jr nz , bit_6 noInc e yesbit_6 :bit 6, a is bit 6 low?jr nz , bit_7 nolnc e yesbitJ :bit 7, a is bit 7 low?jr nz, no bit noInc c - yesno_bit :dec c decrement c to reflect lengthId (hI), c length := (c) * delta, store cinc hl get another snapshot and r~atdjnz loop until end of sensor buffer size

~
be is reachedend conversion

print_buffer IdIdorjrprint_more inccalldjnzend""print
ret

routinepurpose print bufferprint-the content of a buffer.the length of the buffer is specifiedin the first buffer locationhI = buffer pointerentry

b, (hI)a, b
az, endyint
hIch,rJ)rintpr Inl"_lIOre
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;
;
;
;
~
!

length :r:h
l~fd

_Sl.lll: add
jr1nc

jU11' : inc
djnz,~
ldld
~

si~on

routinepurpose

exit

ldcallcallldldldldldldldldldldldcallldincldldret

retrace

; routine! purpose,
;
ldcalldec
callorjrret

char-print

routinepurposeentry

inbit
l~outoutret
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routinepurpose
exit

length$1.1IIeach samplT of 8-bit lengthInfonnation, y eldi~ a 16 bit result.the avera~e l~th is stored in abuffer po1nted Dr register peir de.
beh l, sen bufferb, y_data_lengtha •,
e, 8 ;

a, (~l)nc, j~
c

register P.8ir c.is cleareij to start summation
a :- a + (hl)if carrY incre.entthe IISb byte
increment source addressdecr~t size of arrayand jU11' to SUi lI'1tilsize equals to zerostore low byt, of l~th ina location!-lnted bv de,increment ,store high byteof length n a locationpointed by deend average length

hl_Sl.lll

~), a
a, c
(ae), abe

sil!l)Soncomputes the area of the perturbedimage frOM the average length ofinfonnation using simpson algorithM.register hl = integral part of the arearegister de = fractional part of the area

hl. len_buffer;adjust ;SI.D •

llijx~oll~rtion-1;
!x+1 , h ;1X+2 J.Aa
.' 1 IN ;

~
!x+O~' e ;1x+1 , d ;ix+2 , 0I\l, location 1de, location~

b 3 -dIvide ; call multiple precisione( (hlJ ; divisionh ; de '" relllllinderd( (hl) i (hl) e= ~tienth , (location 11- ; end si~on

hl points to length buffercall adjustsua up the lengths of each x
store register ahl in dividendarray
de ::0: 1000store register de in divisorarray

retracesend the pen holder of therecorder to original position

a, 5delay(ix+O)horizontal
anz, retrace

set retrace speed

retrace one stepis recorder at origin?no, keep on retrac1ngyes

char~ints~a character to the printerhl = pointer to the characterto be printed

a, (sta...,POrt)
1, anz, charJ)rint
a, (hl)(Clata...,POrt),a(str...,POrt), a

is printer BUSY?
yesnot get data addressed by hldata outstrobe out



adjust
•push
p'ush
aec

\~
inc
inc
ld
«:p
jr
srl

jr
or
rl
inc
rl
de<:

skip

or
rl
inc
rl
jr

SI.III

,. ," - "-'-"-''''''~~~~'' -- .._--." ... - ,.,
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routfne
purpose

adjust
adjust the array of ltnath, so that si~on
alllorlthm can be alX)lfed v,ry ea$ily to
cCIIIP,Jtethe area of'the object. ft IIIJltfply
odd' length by 4, even l~th by 2 and leave
the two end pofnt length ••
regfster hl = polntyr to start of buffer
register b '" conta ns I'U1ber of data points
content of the buffer fs adjusted

entry

exit

hl
be
b
~( 0

hl
cC' c
z, skip•

save pointer
save length counter b

clear regfster c
skip the first length

hl points to next length
increment length counter

, $kif_the last lengtht too! ft lne odd or even ine?
dfv de by 2 remainder

; in carry bit.
i if carry • 0 line i. even
, c ear carry

nc, by 2
a -
(hl)
III
(hl)
III

IllUltiply length by 4

a
(hl)
III
f"l)
oop-

be
hl

clear carry

IlUltiply ~ 2
110 throUgh the buffer

get l~th counter
get pqlnter
end adjust

routine
purpose

SUI
sum the elements of an array, yielding
a 24 bit result. laximu. size IS 255
16-bit elements.
register pair hl = base address of array
register b = size of array in words
register a = high. ~e of Sl.lll
register h = middle byte of SUI
regi ster l = low byte of SUI

entry

exit

test array length
, exit with Sl.lll= 0, if nothing in array
ex de, hl ; save base address of array
ld hl, 0 i. initial he SUI to zero
t• check for array lengt" of zero
d a, b ; tellt array length

or a ; eXIt WIth SUI Z 0
ret z • if length = 0
; initialize array poinler, SUI
ex de, hl ; move base address to hl
ld c, e ; l~l Middle byte of SUI = 0

; hign ~e of SUI ,. 0
; c = hiilh ~e of SUI
; d = miadle byte of SUI
; e = low byte of SUI

add word l~th elements to SUI one at a ti_
increment high byte of a SI.R whenever a carry
occurs.

ld
add
ld
inc
Ld
adc
Ld
jr
lnc

inc
djnz
ex
ld
ret

a, e
a, (hL)
~( a
a, d
a, (hl )d, •
nc, next_word
c

add Lowbytes of eLelllent
and SUI

add hi,gh byte of element to
to middLe byte of SUI

j~ if no carry
eLse increment high byte

hl
sum word
de,nla, c middLe and low byte of SUI

high byte of SUI
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convert

positive ret
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print

·,;
!,
!,

:Pl!Shld hl. _ssagecall prInt bufferhl -~onvert the integral and fractional; PIIrt to asci i deCi_l
PUS~ ~rt hl, quo bufferde -rafl binary asciild hl, rei buffer

~ -rafl bInary asci i •
t•~int the inTegral parl
cJ M. ~ buffercall P.rlnt bUffer

t•put a ijOt between the integral & fractional part
cJ hl, dotcall char~int

t·,rint the Tractional parthl. relllbuffercall prInt bUffer; send carriage return & line feed; control characters
ld hl, returncall char 3)rintld hl, TIne feedcall char-Fifttret

routinepurposeentry
printprint the measured areahl " integral part of the areade • fractional part of the area

hl

save the binary fractionsave the binary integer
convert the binary integerto ascii integer
convert the binary fractionto ascii fraction

! routine!! purpose
! entry
!
!,
!,
!,

binary asciiconverT a 16 bit signed binary valueto asci i decimalregister l = low ~e of buffer addressregister h " high e of buffer addressregister e " low ~e of value to convertregister d "high te of value to convertthe first byte of t e buffer is thelength, followed by the charactersexit

t•save ~r •• tersd (b~inter), hl;. save buffer pointerex de, hl , hl = value to convertld a, 0ld (c length), ald a,nld (sign), aor ajP... p, convert
SULI asub lld l, asbc a, a propagate borrowsub hld h, aconvert value to a string
• hl := hl div 10 divigend, quotient
! de := de IIOd 10 remainder
~~ll ~vi~ load divisor
ld a eadd a: ·0·call insert• if quotient is not zero keep dividingtd al,h ; test quotIentorjdr nz, convert
1 a, (sign)
or a ..l~ ~' ~ltlve
call insert

current buffer length = 0
save sign of valueset flagsj~ if value is positiveelse take absolute value
( 0 - value )

convert 0••9 to ascii '0'••'9'

branch if original valuepositiveput a minus sign infront



insert

sinusoidal

clotreturnline feedmessage
sen_buffer
len_buffer
quo_buffer
rem_buffer

sign
c~

do~ivrserdividend
f,u}~t~
buffer""'2pointer-1pointer""'2bJ)Ointerlocation 1location~
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routinepurposeentry
InsertInsert character at the front the bufferc leogth • length of the bufferb:pointer • current address oflast character in bufferc;ontent of register a is insertedfmmediately after length byteexit

O~h hl ; save hlld c, a ; save character in e
° IIOve the buffer right one character(d hl, (b~inter); get buffer pointerld d, h ; de •• source
ld e( linc h ; M •• destinationld (b-POlnter)1 hl; store new buffer pointerld a, (c_lengtn) ; test for lengthor a
{Or z, store
d b, a

ell( de, hl
d a, (hl)ex de hlld (hb, adec hldec de

djnz shift_
store

just store a characterb • loop cOU"lter
hl = sourceget next character
store itdecrement destinationdecrement sourcedecrement cOllltercontinue "'til all bytes moved
get character to insert1nsert character at the frontincrement current length

ldldldinclddec
ld
~

a c
(~l), aa, (c length)
a -(c length), ahl-
(M), a
lil

point to length byte of bufferUpdate itrestore hl

inc lude -de lay'°aSll"include -divi(je.aSll"include -divide .aSll"include ~ltipTy.asm"; data areaorg 0500h
0: lGG'l~' 113,
db 195' 197' l~'db 195' 193' 190'db 159' 154' 148'db 100' 094' 087'db 041' 036' 032'db 005' 003' 002'db 005' 007' 010'db 041' 046' 052:org 01000h'db 2ehdb 0d'Idb Oahdb 40Aft=!he area oforg Ocuuunds y data lengthorg $-+ 100ds 512org $ + 100ds 50org $ + 100ds 50org $ + 100ds 1ds 1cis 1cis 2cis 2cis 2cis 1cis 255cis 255cis 3cis 3cis 2cis 2cis 2end

119, 125, 131, 137,
l~'~~'~g~,~~'188' 184' 181' 177'143' 137' 131' 125'081' 075' 069' 063'027' 023' 019' 016'001' 000' 000' 000'012' 016' 019' 023'
057: 063: 069: 075:

143,188,
t~:
057'012'001 '027'
081 :

148,190,
t~:
052'010'002'032'
087:

154193197164106046007003036094

the object (in sqr ~) is : N
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